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PERSONAL GUARANTEE
GARANTÍA PERSONAL

Feature Film - Thriller - Social / 118' / 2015

Director: RODRIGO RIVAS
Main cast: BELÉN LÓPEZ, ROBERTO ENRÍQUEZ, VALENTÍN PAREDES, CARLOS TRISTANCHO AND RAQUEL INFANTE

In an unprecedented economic and social crisis each for himself defends their interests above all else.

Other titles:
SOBRENATURAL: Feature Film / Art - Experimental - Culture / 75'
Canary Islands Connection is a full-service production, financing and sales company. We develop and finance international co-productions, provide local production servicing and tax advice for foreign projects and distribute independent films worldwide.

Luis Renart
Export Manager
+34 691 814 018
luis@canaryislandsconnection.com

www.canaryislandsconnection.com
info@canaryislandsconnection.com
MENU FOR TWO

DOS A LA CARTA

Feature Film - Comedy / 88’ / 2014

Director: ROBERT BELLSOLÁ
Main cast: ADRIÀ COLLADO, ANDONI AGIRREGOMEZKORTA, CAROLINA BANG, MELANI OLIVARES, SERGI LÓPEZ, HELENA PLA, MIQUI PUIG

OSCAR, a smart stockbroker, and DAN, a goofy, get some big news: they’re brothers. Now they’re stuck sharing their deceased father’s failing country-style restaurant in the middle of nowhere.

Other titles:
HASSAN’S WAY. Feature Film - Dramedy / 86’
CARMINA OR BLOW UP. Feature Film - Comedy / 72’
SOUTHERN STAR. Feature Film - Dramedy / 95’
THE MISFITS CLUB
EL CLUB DE LOS INCOMPRENDIDOS

Feature Film - Drama - Family / 105' / 2014

Director: CARLOS SEDES
Main cast: CHARLOTTE VEGA, ÁLEX MARUNY, MICHELLE CALVÓ, IVANA BAQUERO, JORGE CLEMENTE, ANDREA TREPAT, PATRICK CRİADO, AITANA SÁNCHEZ-GIJÓN

Valeria is new in town. Together with other students from School Counselor meetings they create “The Misfits Club”, where she’ll find friendship and love.

Other titles:
OFF COURSE. Feature Film - Comedy - Travel / 105'
GIRL’S NIGHT OUT. Feature Film - Comedy / 95’
MORTADELO & FILEMON: MISSION IMPLAUSIBLE

MORTADELO Y FILEMÓN CONTRA JIMMY EL CACHONDO

Animation Film - Children Youth - Family / 89’

Director: JAVIER FESSER
Main cast: KARRA ELEJALDE, JANFRI TOPER, GABRIEL CHAME

Mortadelo and Filemon are the most valuable superspies in the TIA (the secret government agency), charged with solving the crimes that no other spy can... or rather, bungling situations like no one else can.

Other titles:
PALM TREES IN THE SNOW. Feature Film - Epic Romance
MARSHLAND. Feature Film - Suspense thriller / 104’
LOREAK (FLOWERS). Feature Film - Suspense drama / 99’
In the Gran Canaria Film Commission we want to be a nexus of union in finding the perfect locations for your audio-visual productions on this Island. We are a non-profit public office administered by the Gran Canaria Tourist Board, which helps those filming movies, short films, television and advertising.

Juan Manuel García
Representative Gran Canaria Film Commission
+34 655 359 132
film@grancanaria.com

www.grancanariofilm.com
film@grancanaria.com
TRACES OF SANDALWOOD
RASTROS DE SÁNDALO

Feature Film - Drama / 95’ / 2014

Director: MARÍA RIPOLL
Main cast: AINA CLOTET, NABY DAKHLI, NADITA DAS

Pain is universal. But so is hope. A story of hope and love across Mumbai and Barcelona; from India to the Mediterranean and all the way back.

Other titles:
THE LASA & ZABALA CASE, Feature Film - Thriller - Political Thriller / 106’
What we taste in a glass of Sherry is not just the fruit and its ferment but also the peculiar flavour of a place to which the Gods have been invited and where they have found a home. Jerez, where wine has been made for the last 3,000 years, is a place of stories, legendary tales, and, most of all, mysteries.
ANOMALOUS

Feature Film - Thriller / 92’ / 2015

Director: HUGO STUVEN
Main cast: ADRIA ARJONA, LLUIS HOMAR, EDGAR FOX

A renowned psychiatrist collaborates with the police in regards to the mysterious circumstances surrounding the apparent gory bathtub suicide of David, one of his young adult patients. The condescending shrink is about to get off when a new detective takes charge of the interrogation. The doctor pontificates about a classic case of psychosis gone wrong. But when the detective pulls out shocking selfie-videos of David with scary inexplicable paranormal phenomena, the doctor begins to change his story. Through a shrewd interrogation the good doctor admits to having used experimental hallucinatory drugs on his vulnerable patient to interpret cryptic messages from his recently deceased wife. Once the door to the occult is open, there is no getting out.

Other titles:
WEDDING IN THE LITTLE GALICIA. Feature Film - Comedy
DO OR DIE. Feature Film - Thriller

Erik Martínez-Westley
Executive Producer
+34 680 970 411
erikmwestley@grupoganga.com

José Miguel Barrera
+34 637 832 614
jmbarrera@grupoganga.com

www.grupoganga.com
erikmwestley@grupoganga.com

Numérica Films

PRODUCTION, SALES AGENCY

Numérica Films produced three features last year for theatrical release in 2015. Two films were shot in NYC. One of them in English. Two thrillers and one romantic comedy. More information upon request.

Erik Martínez-Westley
Executive Producer
+34 680 970 411
erikmwestley@grupoganga.com

José Miguel Barrera
+34 637 832 614
jmbarrera@grupoganga.com

www.grupoganga.com
erikmwestley@grupoganga.com
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BARÇA DREAMS
Historical - Documentary Film / 90’ / 2015
(in post-producción)
Director: JORDI LLOMPART
Main cast: JOSEP ROCA, PACO PÉREZ, EDUARDO OJEDA
The true story of FC Barcelona. A Documentary.

Other titles:
SWEET HOME, Horror - Feature Film - Terrorism / 84’
ASESINOS INOCENTES, Feature Film - Thriller / 95’
TRUMAN, Feature Film - Dramedy / TBC

6 Sales / The Dreamcatchers
PRODUCTION, SALES AGENCY
Established in 2006, 6 SALES is a Film Sales and Finance company with offices in Madrid and Barcelona, representing high quality English language and World Cinema theatrical films, documentaries and animated features.

Marina Fuentes
Partner
+34 630 011329
marina@6sales.com
Stand No. 100 | Location: Marriott Suite

www.6sales.es
info@6sales.es

Filmax International
PRODUCTION, SALES AGENCY
Filmax International is a renowned international sales agency, strongly positioned within the international film industry. Filmax International has a portfolio of over 100 active clients, many of which have become long-term partners in the commercial film business.

Ivan Diaz
Head of International Division
+34 629 340 070
i.diaz@filmax.com
Carles Rojano
Managing Director
c.rojano@filmax.com

Marriott Suite 270-272
www.filmaxinternational.com
filmax@filmax.com

www.6sales.es
info@6sales.es

Barcelona Film Commission
Large Scale LIVE ROCKS - Feature Film - 60’
Director: JORDI VILA
Main cast: ANGELO ANGEL, MÍNGUEZ, ALBERTO RODRÍGUEZ

Other Spanish Companies at EFM - 14
Moonrise Pictures
SALES AGENCY

Moonrise Pictures is an international Film Rights Distribution Company.

Colette Aguilar
CEO
+34 697 218066
collette@moonrisepictures.es

Mar Abadín
Head of Sales
+34 666 517281
mar@moonrisepictures.eu

Stand No. 252 | Location: Marriott Office

www.moonrisepictures.eu
collette@moonrisepictures.es

Rebel Movies
PRODUCTION, SALES AGENCY

Production of films, oriented to the international market, with renowned actors. International distribution of selected films.

José Magán
Manager
+34 6 25608654
rebelmovies@rebelmovies.eu

Stand No. 132 | Location: Marriott Stand

www.rebelmovies.eu
rebelmovies@rebelmovies.eu
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS & PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
ICEX SPAIN TRADE & INVESTMENTS

ICEX is the state agency for the internationalization of Spanish businesses. Its main objectives are: - Increase the number of companies exporting on a regular basis. - Diversify the export markets for Spanish products and services. - Increase the number of exporting sectors and their share in the overall Spanish economy. - Promote Spanish investment abroad. - Improve the image of Made in Spain. ICEX operates abroad through the Economic and Trade Offices of Spain.

Javier Martínez Íñiguez
Film & TV Promotion Manager
javier.martinez@icex.es

www.icex.es
industrias.culturales@icex.es

ICAA SPANISH FILM INSTITUTE

The Institute of Cinematography and Audiovisual Arts (ICAA) is an independent organisation belonging to the National Secretariat of Culture that plans the support policies of the Spanish film industry and audiovisual production. It is in charge of undertaking the responsibilities involved in the economic and cultural aspects of the film industry and oversees its general development and promotion, thus being responsible for awarding assistance and subsidies to cinema under the legal system. The ICAA is chaired by the Minister of Education, Culture and Sport.

Rafael Cabrera
Deputy Director of Marketing & Communication
+34 620261 999
rafael.cabrera@mecd.es

www.mecd.gob.es/cultura-mecd/areas-cultura/cine.html
info.cine@mecd.es
**AECID**
**SPANISH AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION**

Institution

MAEC-AECID among its functions, promotes Spanish culture through different forms and languages, including Spanish Cinema, facilitating their presence through its embassies in internationally renowned cultural events.

Gloria Minguez  
Cultural Attaché  
+49 30 254007151  
gloria.minguez@maec.es

www.aecid.es  
centro.informacion@aecid.es

---

**AGADIC**
**GALICIAN AGENCY FOR CULTURAL INDUSTRIES**

Institution

The Galician Agency for Cultural Industries, AGADIC, is a department of the Xunta de Galicia (regional government) charged with promoting and consolidating Galician companies in the field of culture, including those in the audiovisual sector. Through the FILMS from GALICIA brand, the agency promotes the distribution and marketing of Galician audiovisual products on the international market.

Dolores Meijomin  
Responsible for Coordination  
+34 639 626 557  
dmr@xunta.es

www.agadic.info  
agadic@xunta.es

---

**EXTREMADURA FILM INSTITUTE**

Institution

The Extremadura Film Institute disseminates film culture by programming and exhibiting that takes place throughout the year in its four headquarters distributed within the region. It also promotes the economic resources to support the audiovisual in Extremadura in all genres, Fiction, Documentary, Animation and through various production aids. Creates the Extremadura’s production catalog, as well as facilities for shooting in this region.

Antonio Gil Aparicio  
Director  
+34 683 304 203  
antonio.gil@gobex.es  
ruben.gundin@extremadurafc.org

www.filmtotecaextremadura.gobex.es  
filmtoteca@gobex.es
FAPAE, the Confederation of Spanish Audiovisual Producers is a non-profit organisation which brings together almost all of the companies dedicated to the production of film, television and publicity in Spain. FAPAE acts in representation and in defence of the professional and business interests of the audiovisual production sector; it also promotes industry research and development, market studies and analysis, and training activities.

Germán Mori
International Relations
internacional@fapae.es

www.fapae.es
internacional@fapae.es

CATALAN FILMS & TV/PROA
ASSOCIATION

Catalan Films & TV is the international audiovisual engine of Catalonia, creating links nationally and internationally and promoting the presence of Catalonia and its productions at markets and festivals.

Elena Rué López
Director
+34 687 979 138
erue@catalanfilms.cat

www.catalanfilms.cat
mercats@catalanfilms.cat